
ADDENDUM No. 4

Structural Steel Painting Services

M&T Bank Stadium  

MSA Project No. 22-038

Date Issued:  January  14,  2022

This Addendum is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents dated

December 21, 2021, on the subject work as though originally included therein. The

following amendments, additions, and/or corrections shall govern this work. This

form should be acknowledged below and submitted with the Bids.  

This Addendum incorporates the following items:

1. Revised Due Date: January 25, 2022 by 1:00 p.m.

2. Questions and answers.

3. Note:  Appendix I - Areas to be Painted is only meant to show typical

locations that require painting.  See IFB for quantities of all except raker

beams.

a. Image II - TYP of Raker Beam: These beams go all the way around

the stadium and all need to be painted.  Quantities and sizes can be

determined from the structural drawings provided with Addendum.

Issued by:

Maryland Stadium Authority

333 W. Camden Street, Suite 500

Baltimore, MD  21201

Sandra Fox, Procurement Officer

____________________________

Company

____________________________ _________________________

Acknowledgment Date

(Name and Title)



Questions and Answers

1. For the upper deck above the horizontal beam steel, does the part that

extends above the seating bowl need to be painted?

Yes. An example of the steel in question is in the picture below on

either side of the coach’s booth. These extend up from the raker

beams at each location there is not a light tower.

2. For bidding purposes - If there are light fixtures or netting that needs to be

removed to paint, should that be accounted for in the bid.

No.  MSA will remove.

3. For the corner raker beams, there is no horizontal beam stopping point.

Should the entire beam be painted?

Yes. See below picture for example. TYP of one per corner of each

upper deck endzone / sideline section.

4. Can you provide dimensions for the East and West M&T Signs?

The signs are roughly 65 feet long by 9.25 feet high.
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5. Are we able to hook up to the stadium’s water supply to wash any dirt and grease
away from the areas within the scope of work?

Yes

6. If needed, are we able to block off sections of the parking lot for staging and larger
lifts?
Yes.  This will have to be a coordinated effort between MSA and the contractor to
work around complex events.

7. Which personnel are required to be on site? i.e. superintendent or project manager.
Can one person fill multiple roles?

There should be one consistent and competent on site contact.  One person can fill
the superintendent and project manager role.
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